WE DROVE
AWARENESS
AND BOOSTED
USER SENTIMENT
ON TIKTOK

OVERVIEW

CASE STUDY

RESULTS

Fanbytes worked with intimate lifestyle company Lelo to
generate mass brand awareness on TikTok around their new
flagship products. Through leveraging our knowledge of
TikTok communities, Fanbytes drove high engagement and
click-through rates to Lelo’s website. We boosted Lelo’s
brand awareness and fostered positive brand sentiment.

Our engagement rate
exceeded industry
standards by over 10%

26%
ENGAGEMENT
RATE

Client

Lelo is a Swedish intimate lifestyle
company known for its upmarket sex toys,
BDSM accessories and massage
products. Marketing itself as a designer
brand for premium and luxury products in
the space, Lelo oversees all its designs,
development and manufacturing for the
highest quality intimate lifestyle range.
The most recent additions to Lelo’s
product roster are the Enigma, a dualaction vibrator, and the Sila, a sonic
massager.

THEIR CHALLENGE
Lelo asked Fanbytes to create mass brand
awareness and generate buzz on TikTok
around the Lelo Enigma and Sila products.
This was the first time the brand had
engaged in TikTok marketing and the
challenge was to attract an 18+ audience
in the US and UK. We drove clicks and
traffic to Lelo’s website, which was
accessable via a link in influencers’ bios
over a 48-hour period.

This was the first
time Lelo
engaged in
TikTok marketing

This was Lelo’s first foray into TikTok marketing. Fanbytes
therefore developed the project to discover what kind of
content resonates best with Lelo’s brand and audience.

OUR APPROACH

Through exploring different niches in TikTok, we were able
to deliver a TikTok marketing strategy that made Lelo
more approachable and lent relatability to the brand, all
while illustrating the benefits and quality of its products.

WHAT WE DID
FIRST STEP

THIRD STEP

We identified humour as a high-performing niche

To illustrate that Lelo’s products are inclusive to

for Lelo, as TikTok is a comedy-first platform. We

couples, Fanbytes tapped TikTok’s couples

tapped into influencers’ comedic skills to drive

content niche. This community rewards pinnacle

intrigue and therefore clicks.

content with high engagement.

SECOND STEP

LAST STEP

Fanbytes’ Bytesites tool uncovered #girltalk as a

We worked with highly-enthused influencers for

topic with growing popularity. We leveraged this

35-40 second-long videos. The campaign drew

insight to develop content with an honest,

intrigue and highlighted Lelo through humour and

educational angle.

honesty; traits that draw high engagement rates.

WHAT WERE THE RESULTS

1.8M

26%

13K+

VIEWS

ENGAGEMENT
RATE

CLICKS

Fanbytes' engagement rate exceeded industry
standards by over 10%. Fanbytes' work also increased
brand sentiment. users shared their love for the
content through glowing comments in addition to
high traffic and click-through rates.
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before your
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Brand Partners

5000+
Influencer Collaborations

competitors do.

powerful influencer
partnerships.
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